
An Adjuster Saves You Heartache, Hassle, and
Money Too

What is an Adjuster?

An insurance adjuster is a professional who investigates insurance claims
and determines how much money the insurance company should pay to
cover the claim. Adjusters work for insurance companies, and they are
responsible for making sure that the insurance company pays the correct
amount of money for each claim.

Why Do I Need an Adjuster?

You may need an adjuster if you have filed an insurance claim and the
insurance company has denied your claim or offered you a settlement that
you believe is too low. An adjuster can help you understand your policy and
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your rights, and they can negotiate with the insurance company on your
behalf.
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What Does an Adjuster Do?

An adjuster will typically do the following:

* Investigate your claim by gathering evidence such as photographs,
videos, and witness statements * Determine the cause of the loss *
Calculate the amount of money that the insurance company should pay to
cover the claim * Negotiate with the insurance company on your behalf *
Help you to file an appeal if you are not satisfied with the insurance
company's decision

How Do I Find an Adjuster?

You can find an adjuster by contacting your insurance company or by
searching online for "insurance adjuster." You should interview several
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adjusters before hiring one to make sure that you find someone who is
qualified and experienced.

How Much Does an Adjuster Cost?

The cost of an adjuster will vary depending on the complexity of your claim.
However, most adjusters charge a flat fee or a percentage of the amount of
money that they recover for you.

Benefits of Hiring an Adjuster

There are many benefits to hiring an adjuster, including:

* Increased settlement amount: Adjusters can often negotiate a higher
settlement amount than you would be able to get on your own. * Saved
time: Adjusters can handle all of the paperwork and negotiations with the
insurance company, saving you time and hassle. * Reduced stress: Dealing
with an insurance claim can be stressful. An adjuster can take the burden
off of your shoulders and help you to get the money that you deserve.

If you have filed an insurance claim and you are not satisfied with the
insurance company's decision, you should consider hiring an adjuster. An
adjuster can help you save money, time, and heartache.
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